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A Guide for Leaders:

Kick off your meeting by playing the Secrets of the World Class movie. Before viewing the movie, ask 

thought provoking, open-ended questions to get attendees thinking and participating right from the 

beginning.

• First, have team members individually write down 3-4 characteristics of a champion (i.e. What does a 

champion behave like?). 

• Have team members individually write down 2-3 “characteristics” of becoming a champion.

• Capture all inputs on a flipchar t and discuss. There will likely be many. 

• View the movie (length 3m:09s). 

Secrets of the World Class, by Steve Siebold

Includes printable worksheet for meeting par ticipants  

©2014 Simple Truths, LLC 

Movie Discussion Questions

After viewing the movie, it is important to differentiate world class vs. good enough. List  

characteristics of a World Class Champion. 

• How do these compare to the characteristics we listed before the film? 
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Provide copies of Secrets of the World Class to each meeting participant to serve as both a learning 

tool and a future resource to reinforce training ideas. Giving the book to participants prior to the 

meeting will allow people to read the material and come prepared for discussion. Books given at the 

beginning of the meeting allow for an interactive study of the material.  *Printable worksheet provided for 

meeting participants.

1. What is the most impor tant goal you want to achieve in the next twelve months?

• Why?

• What am I willing to fight for?

• What values do I hold dearest to my hear t?

2.  If I could achieve a single thing, what would make all my hard work wor th the struggle?

Your answers will tell you a lot about what drives you emotionally.

3. Write down three things you know as FACT

4. Tell me what you really want out of life more than anything else?

5. Follow up questions:

• What exactly do you mean by that?

• What does that look like?

Book Discussion Questions

1.)

2.)

3.)

...and rethink each by asking: Is this really fact, or truth I’ve created from my own or  

others’ perceptions?

Questions continued on next page...
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Secrets of the World Class, by Steve Siebold

• Why do you feel that way?

• Why is that impor tant to you?

• What does having that mean to you?

6.  List your most closely held beliefs.

• Are they serving you or holding you back?

• Are they valid?

• Are they relevant?

7. List the three most difficult adversities you have faced:

8. List five good things that happened to you as a result of each one:

9. Write down your five most pressing problems.

1.)

2.)

3.)

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

1.)

2.)

3.)

4.)

5.)

Questions continued on next page...
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10.  Ask yourself: Is there a kindergar ten answer to this seemingly complex problem? Let your mind 

rever t to childlike thinking and write down the first answer that comes to mind.

11. Generally speaking, is your belief system pover ty class, middle class, or world class?

12. Does your drive and ambition mirror your beliefs?

Champions take Risks

Decide today to take a small risk on something you’ve been thinking about doing.

If this process is new to you, rest assured, you will feel less fear with every risk you take.

The Great Ones are Learning Machines

Make a commitment to develop your own self-education program.

Read, listen, and attend seminars and workshops.

Set a goal to read a cer tain number of books and listen to a set number of audios each month.

The Great Ones Use Mentors 

Make a list of the five most successful people you know and make a commitment to use the  

“Copy Genius Philosophy” with them.

World-Class Wealth begins with 
World-Class Thinking


